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Abstract. In the begin cloud computing was seen as a thing of “startup” and
visionary users, but nowadays it is a reality in organizations of any sector, type and
size. Investments in data centers are replaced by the consumption of IT resources
from a cloud provider. There are several types of virtualization, and that essentially
means the abstraction of computational resources for different purposes; one of
the ways, widely used, is to create virtual machines, which simulate a complete
environment with software and hardware resources for the user. Despite being
a technique that has existed for a long time, the growth of cloud computing has
made this concept to be widely discussed. Significant innovations in virtualization,
distributed computing, high-speed communications, and IoT, have aroused more
and more interest in Cloud Computing. In this sense, we will analyze and evaluate
the impact of cloud computing and virtualization on organizations.
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1 Introduction

Cloud computing is currently a major challenge in the management of organizations,
being a technology that allows you to distribute your computing services and access
them online without the need to install programs. As it does not require the installation
of programs or data storage.

The emergence of Cloud Computing services has changed the economics of IT
organizations. The Cloud has come to standardize and automate resources in many of
the tasks performed manually, being currently a commercial success, making it clear
that in the coming years it will have an indisputable role in the IT areas.
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Despite the obstacles and limitations presented by some managers, the evolution of
the Cloud Computing market has been happening at an accelerated pace. Services can
be accessed remotely, from anywhere and anytime. The distribution of services is done
through a platform of cloud services via the Internet with a price definition according to
use.

Improving resource utilization through virtualization of IT infrastructures is a priority
for many companies. A successful deployment requires prior preparation to determine the
appropriate component infrastructure as well as the architecture, which is also suitable.

Virtualization refers to technologies created to provide an abstraction layer between
computer hardware systems and the software that runs on those systems. It is a way to
hide the physical characteristics of a computational platform from users.

There are several reasons for organizations to move from traditional IT infrastructures
to Cloud Computing. One of the most impactful benefits is its economy.

This change will have a profound impact on the structure cost of organizations, and
therefore can have a significant effect on the creation of new businesses, and probably
on the economic performance of a country.

In this paper we will analyze and evaluate the impact of cloud computing and vir-
tualization on organizations. The document has organized in six sections. The second
section present cloud computing and virtualization concepts, and security issues. The
third section, analyses the relation between virtualization and cloud computing. In turn,
the fourth section assesses the impact of cloud computing and virtualization on the busi-
ness, identifying the advantages and disadvantages. In the last section, the conclusions
has presented.

2 Background

2.1 Cloud Computing

Cloud computing is the provision of computer services (servers, storage, network,
software, analysis) over the Internet to make flexible resources and scaling savings
faster.

The concept of Cloud arises from the physical arrangement of the elements involved
in the model. The servers that host data and applications are located in data centers of
companies anywhere in the world, which led to the need for a term that abstracted this
location. The term Cloud, has adopted with the meaning of a tangle of servers available
via the Internet.

2.1.1 Cloud Computing Models

There are different models of cloud, and not all are suitable for all companies. These
models, types, and corresponding services have evolved a lot in the last few years.
Facilitating access to appropriate solutions for the different needs of companies [1].

For each organization, must be determined the type of cloud computing architecture
in which the cloud services will be implemented.

In its typology, cloud computing can be classified based on the deployment model,
or based on the service model offered by the provider [2] (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Cloud computing types.

We present in Fig. 2 the deployment models. In the case of public clouds, organi-
zations can use the cloud functionality of others that offer services to users outside the
organization, which they can exploit their own purposes. In this sense, companies can
outsource their services, reducing the infrastructure costs [1, 3].

Generally, private clouds propriety of the respective organization, that is, their use
are dedicate to a single organization [3]. In a typical private cloud implementation,
companies are committed to consolidating distributed resources and virtualizing those
resources in data centers. This allows to provide a more profitable management and
provide faster services [2].

Public clouds allowing companies to outsource parts of its infrastructure for cloud
computing users, and that may causes the loss of control over resources, and data man-
agement, which is not a viable option for companies [3]. It is in this context that hybrid
clouds appear, which, are a mix of private and public cloud infrastructures, allowing
reduce costs through outsourcing, maintaining the control over sensitive data applying
private cloud policies [1].

With the evolution of cloud services, and the needs of customers, Multi cloud appears.
Multi cloud characterized mainly by the mixed use of various cloud services.

The multi cloud initially allowed circumventing the problems that resulted in data
loss and downtime. There are some tendency to compare hybrid cloud & multi cloud
systems, due to some confusion. Multi cloud refers to the administration of cloud services
from multiple partners without the requirement of interconnection between the functions
of the systems the hybrid cloud requires this interdependence, since the hybrid cloud
structure works as a combination of private and public cloud services, so that both are
integrated and interconnected, so that the service can work correctly [2].
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Cloud vendors typically have a specific type of provisioning, although there is no
potential restriction on not being able to offer different types at the same time [1].

Fig. 2. Cloud computing implementation models.

Cloud Computing is the present, people are spending money on a good computer for
their homes and businesses, they will hire services in the cloud to meet their needs and
leave all the boring part of taking care of computer in the hands of big companies like
Google, Microsoft and Amazon.

A cloud is a set of virtualized computing resources, which support a variety of
different workloads, allowing them be scaled quickly through rapid provisioning of vir-
tual machines or physical machines; provide redundant support, programming models,
and self-recovery; and monitor the use of resources in real time, in order to allow the
rebalancing of the assignments whenever necessary.

In the case of the service model, we have three types of services: Infrastructure as
a Service (IaaS); Platform as a service (PaaS); and Software as a service (SaaS). The
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) model is very successful in organizations. Instead of
having its own server in its facilities, the organizations hires this type of service, for
example, using Amazon AWS, for which you can have data or processing servers at
super affordable prices.

It is important to note that the prices of infrastructure use may seem cheap; depending
on the usage profile, it can be quite expensive and lead companies to seek new alternatives.

Platform (PaaS), offers a platform for development, testing, making applications
available on the web for developers. It allows integration with web services, database
and includes middleware as a service, message as a service, integration as a service,
information as a service, and connectivity as a service. Such a layer makes it possible to
meet the needs of users by providing infrastructure based on demand. For this type of
service, we have Google App Engine.
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Software-as-a-service (SaaS), offers implementations for specific business functions
and for business specific processes, which are provide by specific cloud capabilities, that
is, provide applications / services using an infrastructure (IaaS) or platform (PaaS). The
same software can be used by multiple users, whether people or organizations. This
type of service is performed and made available by servers in data centers that are the
responsibility of a supplier company, that is, the software is developed by a company that
instead of using it for exclusive benefit, makes it available at a certain cost for multiple
organizations or users. In this model, users instead paying licenses for the complete
software, which often has several features that we will never use, they pay for how much
they use it. A classic example is Google Drive or SalesForce.

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), offers a platform for development, testing, making
applications available on the web for developers. It allows integration with web services,
database and includes middleware as a service, message as a service, integration as a
service, information as a service, and connectivity as a service. This layer allows meet
the needs of users by providing infrastructure based on demand.

2.1.2 Security Issues for Cloud Computing

There are several security concerns in a cloud computing technology, more specifically
data security, data privacy and data safety [4].

Due to the nature of cloud computing architecture most clients are able to connect
to the cloud computing via web browser or web service, which in turn means the cloud
computing is vulnerable to web service attacks. Exchanging resources in a cloud-based
network is done by Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) messages. The SOAP relies
in XML signatures to secure the communication. It is then possible to attack the cloud
system utilizing an XML wrapping attack. This attack consists on inserting the body
of the SOAP message therefore creating a new body with the operation that the attack
desires to do [5].

Browser security is another point of vulnerability for the cloud computing technol-
ogy. Generally, web browser does the access to a remote cloud computing system. The
user needs authorization and authentication to request services from the cloud, however
web browser possess a security issue in which they can’t provide XML Signature or
encryption to WS-Security for authentication of an user and protect the data from users
that are not authorized [6]. Another characteristic of cloud computing is the allocation
of resources based on use, creating a dynamic adaption of hardware requirements to
the actual workload occurring. In a security perspective, this concept can lead to sev-
eral vulnerabilities. One of these is the ease of being attacked by a flooding attack or
a Denial of Service attack. To perform this attack, the intruder floods the cloud com-
puting system with non-sense requests for a service causing an increased workload for
the server [5]. The cloud computing system has several more vulnerabilities than those
mentioned above, which stem from the unique characteristics of the system. It is vital
for the organization to be aware of the shortcomings and weak points of the cloud com-
puting technology and prepare counter measures to mitigate the risk of utilizing this
technology.
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There are several data security risks in the cloud; we will are mention some of them:
the APIs and unsafe protocols; Data interception; the leakage of data; public cloud
storage; and virtualization [5].

Insecure APIs and security protocols can authorize access to data in the cloud.
A basic cloud architecture depends on interfaces for management, orchestration and
monitoring. APIs are an integral part of the security and availability of services in the
cloud and specify how certain software components should interact with each other [7].

Data interception is a risk that occurs in the cloud due to the flow of data that circulates
from side to side. The data in transit can be targeted by attackers, who can for example
change the data. Encryption methods must be applied in order to ensure the integrity of
the data that circulates between the user and the cloud [4].

Data leakage is one of the data security risks resulting from multi-use. Sharing the
same computing resources by multiple users can result in accidental leakage of private
data to other users. On the other hand, a system failure can allow other users or attackers
to have access to the rest of the data. A security measure to counter this risk is the
authentication of users before accessing data [8].

Public cloud storage is also a risk to data security, due to the sharing of computational
resources between several users. One way to ensure data security is to use a private cloud
for extremely sensitive data. Another way is to use a community cloud mode that adds
the privacy protection module based on the Hadoop MapReduce concept. In this way,
computing in the cloud will be performed based on the retention of privacy [6]. This
community cloud mode consists of separating tasks; sensitive private data is disposed
in the private cloud and non-sensitive data in the public cloud. The user must assign
the sensitive data, otherwise the mode (community cloud based on privacy) will not do
anything to the sensitive data.

Other data security risks result from virtualization, such as: compromising the func-
tioning of the hypervisor, which can result in data exposure to other VMs. Resource
allocation and deallocation also poses a risk to data security in the cloud. The careful
use of resources, and the proper authentication of data before the resources are depleted
are factors to be taken into account.

2.2 Virtualization

Virtualization allows to create a virtual computing environment (also known as a virtual
machine), instead of running each environment on its own unique hardware. With suf-
ficient resources (CPU, RAM, Storage) a single system can host countless guests, thus
saving companies money and helping them to become more agile [9].

There are several types of virtualization, and that means the abstraction of
computational resources for different purposes [10].

One of the ways, widely used, is to create virtual machines, which simulate a com-
plete environment with software and hardware resources for the user [11]. However, the
technique is quite broad and used for other purposes, such as application, desktop and
server virtualization, for example.

Despite being a technique that has existed for a long time, the growth of cloud
computing has made this concept to be widely discussed.
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2.2.1 Types of Virtual Machines

They are virtual replicas of the entire logical component of a real computer, and it is
not noticeable to the user whether a virtual machine or a physical computer is used.
Regarding the kernel of a virtual machine, its system is purely logical, consisting of a
series of files that store the configuration, the memory status, disk space, system logs
and snapshots (small restores points) [12].

The creation and management has done by software installed on a physical machine
called Hypervisor. There are two types of Hypervisors: type 1 and type 2. Hypervisors
type 1 or bare metal are installed on the physical machine and consist of an operating
system kernel for hypervisor functions in which it uses only the resources established
for virtual machines. A good example of usage for these types of hypervisors are the
servers and datacenters [13].

Hypervisors type 2 or hosted works as an application in an operating system and
that allows applications to be run om the physical machine that are hosted on the virtual
machines. The best example in the creation of a website, the installation of the web
server is done on a virtual machine and running or testing the website on the physical
machine (host) [14].

System containers, they function as an instance of the real system, called “lightvisors”
because they share the same kernel as the real machine. In fact, this is one of their
limitations, if we update or change libraries and frameworks the kernel remains the same
[15]. There are two types of containers, system containers and application containers.
Applications containers. They work creating a dedicated container for each application,
being isolated form the operating system and other applications. The application requires
various modules, and each module would be place in a container [16].

One of the most well known containers platforms are Dockers and Kubernetes. One
great advantage of application containers is that permit the developer teams and the
operations teams working at same time (devops). Docker platform nowadays supports
containers of Linux systems, Windows and Mac in which with virtual machines for
each System ensures that containers from different operating systems can be run on the
same host operating system, containing tools that allow to integrate and interconnect the
various containers to work as one. Docker’s containers can run in the real System, in a
virtual machine or inside the container itself [17].

The Kubernetes Platform that, in the execution of an application, creates and destroys
containers according to your needs, automating the necessary configurations for the
execution of the applications [18].

2.2.2 Virtualization Security

In recent years, virtualization has enjoyed considerable acceptance in companies and,
more than a trend, it has become a standard in the security industry. The adoption of this
technology includes benefits mainly related to the storage and processing capacities in
an increasingly reduced infrastructure.

In the process of adopting and migrating to these types of solutions, several issues
must be consider to keep services reliable and available. For this reason, security becomes
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a necessary element to mitigate digital threats, in order to prevent the functioning of
virtualized systems from being impact by an eventual incident.

Digital threats can affect systems that operate in physical or virtual environments.
However, for protection there are specific conditions for each environment, as well as the
implementation of security measures [19]. Especially if we consider that the management
of virtualized systems works from a hypervisor.

The hypervisor is the software that allows imitating the hardware on which the virtual
machines are running, in such a way that it can work directly on the hardware of the
physical equipment or on an operating system. Regardless of how it works, the risks can
be hidden. It is possible to identify threats that escape the virtual environment, as in the
case of Venom, a vulnerability that allowed a cybercriminal or a malicious program to
leave the environment of a virtual machine and affect the host computer or other virtual
machines, running on the equipment [20].

The vulnerability was present in the hypervisor’s source code, considering that the
flaw could affect the main operating systems found in virtual environments. The vulner-
ability corresponded to an overflow of data, after sending data from specially modified
parameters to the hypervisor controller, which would allow the execution of arbitrary
code and gain access to the system.

In addition, if the hypervisor is running on an operating system, there may be greater
exposure to threats that can affect not only virtualized systems, but also those that seek
to affect the host operating system. In other words, you need to deal with threats that are
properly focused on operating systems that have been virtualized and targeted to host
systems.

Is essential to know how to deal with potentially sensitive data and code, they can
affect systems. It is important to ensure, before moving to the Cloud, that the security
management processes are properly defined, and that the chosen provider is able to
implement them.

3 Virtualization Versus Cloud

It is easy to confuse virtualization with the cloud, mainly because both involve creating
usable environments from abstract resources. However, virtualization is a technology
that allows you to create multiple simulated environments or dedicated resources from a
single physical hardware system, while clouds are IT environments that abstract, group
and share scalable resources across a network. In short: virtualization is a technology
and the cloud is an environment.

Typically, they are created to enable cloud computing, which is the execution of
workloads within that system.

The cloud infrastructure can consist of a variety of elements, including bare metal,
virtualization or container software, used to abstract, group and share scalable resources
across a network and create the cloud [9]. At the base of cloud computing, there is a
stable operating system, such as Linux. This layer gives users independence to operate
in public, private and hybrid environments.

If we have access to the Intranet, the Internet or both, virtualization can be use to
create clouds, although this is not the only option.
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In virtualization, a software called hypervisor resides in physical hardware to abstract
the machine’s resources, which, in turn, made available in virtual environments, called
virtual machines. These resources may include raw processing capacity, storage, or
cloud-based applications containing all the resources and execution environment code
required for deployment. Up to this point, it is a virtualization process, not a cloud
process [15].

We could say that a cloud has created, if we have configured an IT system, and can
be accessed by other computers, through a network; that contains a repository of IT
resources; and that can be provisioned and scaled quickly.

Clouds provide the additional benefits of self-service access, automated infrastruc-
ture scaling and dynamic resource pools, which is the main distinction between cloud
and traditional virtualization.

Virtualization has its own benefits, such as server consolidation and hardware opti-
mization, which reduces the need to increase data center power, space and cooling. In
addition, virtual machines are isolated environments and are therefore a good option for
testing new applications or setting up a production environment.

Virtualization has three characteristics that make it ideal for cloud computing, which
are [21] (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Virtualization has three characteristics.

The more virtualized the environment, the better the results will be in the cloud
deployment process. The main benefits will be the improvement of the management of
the IT environment, information security and the considerable cost reduction. Because
they have broad and interconnected concepts, it is necessary to analyze each of the
technologies so that there is no confusion and to understand what the needs and objectives
of each company have.
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With virtualization, a single resource is able to behave like many. With cloud com-
puting, different departments or companies have access to the same pool of automatically
provisioned resources, through a private or public cloud, respectively.

Virtualization projects have been the focus of many IT professionals, especially those
trying to consolidate servers or data centers.

Virtualizing IT resources can be toughed for organizations to increase processing
power, memory, and bandwidth and storage capacity for the fewest hardware platforms
possible and then allocate those resources to operating systems and applications on a
time-sharing basis.

Thus, organizations will be able to reduce a significant number of physical servers;
and can simply instead having multiple physical servers running, having on a single
machine with multiple virtual servers. This allows IT departments to have the possibility
of have more than one operating system, applications and services running on a single
machine, controlled by a virtualization management console.

In this sense, infrastructure costs are fixed and constant, and not aligned with the
mission of reducing complexity and problems. Reducing the number of physical devices
reduces costs, energy consumption, and more free space.

Virtualization contributes to higher levels of business continuity in several ways.
With the decoupling of applications, operating systems and hardware platforms, less
physical device redundancy is required to serve primary machines [22]. To achieve high
availability in traditional configurations, a 1:1 ratio of primary device to backup device
is often required, in addition to a 1:1 ratio of software to hardware. In the virtualized
environment, however, multiple servers can fail over to a set of backup servers.

This then allows for a many-to-one configuration ratio, which increases the
availability of the service.

At the configuration level, virtualization sometimes comes down to simple clicks,
and in server and network virtualization, companies can define their own policies, such
as priority applications, request for competing resources, among others. Therefore, with
fewer servers and consequent less maintenance, virtualization allows support a higher-
level management, security and monitoring, allowing a better cost and efficiency ratio.

These features make virtualization and cloud computing very compatible. These two
technologies are at the top of the priorities for IT professionals.

4 Impact on Business

The organization’s motivation to implement and use a system in the cloud computing,
it is dependent on the benefits that it may achieve.

Cloud computing providers insistently promote the change of workloads to a Cloud
environment, as a fundamental factor for cost reduction that they justify with the
elimination of the expenses of buying hardware and software.

Cloud computing represents a paradigm shift in the way information technology
services are invented, developed, deployed, scaled, updated, maintained, and paid for
[23].

To develop more efficient and sustainable processes and operations, the focus of
business organizations will be directed to their core business. In this way, organizations
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will be able to achieve excellence business success [24]. Cloud Computing has become
a fact of existence essentially originated by 3 factors, the rapid technological evolution,
changing concepts at the management executive level and the accessibility of abundance
figuring limits to giants like Google or Amazon [25]. The ease of adaptation and use,
sharing and cooperation, protection and security, reliability, and minimization of costs,
are characteristics of high relevance at the time of decision by business organizations
for solutions based on cloud computing [26, 27].

The reduced cost, unlimited scalability, flexibility, better mobility, improved com-
munication, reliability, increased storage, easier updates, disaster recovery, security, can
be identified as the main benefits of cloud computing. These benefits are at the basis
of the motivation of business organizations to migrate their local infrastructure to a
cloud computing solution. Instead of building their own infrastructure, organizations
prefer to take advantage of the services offered by cloud computing. This solution is
an important help to achieve business goals, allowing increasing revenue and having
a positive impact on business organizations. However, there are also challenges to be
faced, some of which are interoperability, security and privacy in the cloud, sensitive
data, and portability, imprisonment of suppliers, organizational aspects, and regulatory
and legal restrictions. Using encryption techniques, alternate backups, hiring qualified
and experienced professionals, subcontracting security services, investing in education,
adequate selection of cloud providers, auditing the services present in the cloud and
selective migration of business applications, will be some of the solutions to follow by
business organizations to overcome the challenges of migration to cloud computing [28].

In OECD countries (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development),
small and medium-sized business organizations (SMEs) account for approximately 2
thirds of total employability (60–70%). These organizations (SMEs) represent 95% of
all business organizations. For these organizations, cost reduction or the economic factor
will not be the most relevant factors to consider when migrating to a cloud solution. On
the other hand, the factors “Ease of use and convenience” and “security and privacy” are
the most important facts for this migration. Cloud computing is having a real impact on
SMEs, slowly infiltrating the business strategy in the present and in the near future [29].

According to a Gartner study published in 2020, cloud technology will continue
its growth as organizations continues to move to distributed, hyper scale, and hybrid
solutions in cloud. The crisis of COVID-19 and the consequent technological needs, have
led to greater investments in IT by business organizations, thus accelerating the migration
to the cloud. These investments represented 9.1% already in 2020 and, according to
the consultant’s projection; they will represent 14.2% of the total investments of the
organizations in 2024. In 2025, transformational business models will be adopted in
more than 50% of organizations. These models will be implemented through solutions
based on distributed cloud, located anywhere of choice. Compared to less than 1% in
2020, the consultant also predicts that by the end of the year 2023, hyperscale cloud
providers will manage 20% of installed edge computing platforms [30].

Boosting greater efficiency in the use of data and system resources, the virtualization
layer must adapt its state over time according to the resources available, thus overlapping
some activities and decisions specific to the management of organizations. The requests
made by the customer are translated into actions sent to the virtualization system, which
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implies a close and strong coordination between this system and the organizations’ own
management system. These two systems are difficult to separate, and their effective
functioning is dependent on their joint treatment. A virtualization layer should be one
of the components of the organization’s management system, with its own assessment,
advice, and action resources [31]. Solving several complex problems and providing
a superior computing experience, this type of technological solution will have a high
impact on SMEs, considering that it allows a reduction in hardware, administration, and
system maintenance costs. Virtualization should therefore be considered as an important
component of the organization’s management, enhancing its success and sustainability.
According to the Mordor Intelligence consultant report published in January 2021, the
desktop virtualization market represented a volume of $ 6.712,8 million in 2020. The
same consultant predicts that a volume of US $ 12.290,22 million will be reached in
2026, with a CAGR growth of 10.6% over the forecast period (2021–2026) [32].

5 Conclusions

With Cloud Computing, it will also be possible to have equipment operating more
efficiently and, therefore, less expensive than in traditional organizations’ environments.

However, the benefits of Cloud Computing are not that obvious. The savings provided
by the Computing Cloud, as well as the increase in efficiency, would depend on many
factors: the intensity of the workload, the frequency with which the application will be
use in the coming years, the necessary storage capacity, among others. It also depends
on the approach and the previous study done by the organizations in order to meet what
they really want and thus facilitate a smooth migration.

In general, companies are moving to the Cloud at a good pace, starting a giant
tide that multiplies the number of new implementations. Hiring paid cloud computing
services according to the user’s needs becomes a good solution. The systems adapt to
the requirements of the business. Among the main suppliers, Google, Microsoft and
Amazon can be highlight, offering a wide range of solutions for organizations.

Migrating to the Cloud Computing is a complex evolution for many companies,
and it is essential that IT companies and executives are align with the initiatives. It is
necessary to carry out a preliminary study of the real organization’s needs, and how it is
going to do, so it is therefore important to prepare IT professionals for such a change.
Only then and being properly prepared, an organization can remove the due performance
from the Cloud Computing.

Moving a company’s workloads to the Cloud Computing is see as a factor in reduc-
ing costs. At a minimum, it eliminates the capital expenditures necessary to purchase
equipment and software. The savings provided in the Cloud Computing will depend on
many factors: the intensity of the workload, the frequency with which the application
will be used in the coming years, the storage capacity required and the software licensing
costs.
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